
PallRun
Smart & Green Pallet Alternative

Ÿ High Strength
Ÿ Lighter than wood, Hydrophobic
Ÿ Self-adhesive options
Ÿ Custom height & Length options



Applications in different industries

Beverage industry Shop display tableware Directly under a box Paper industry

PallRun
Smart Applications

®It is possible to use PallRuns  in many different 
ways. At almost all places where there is a need 
for palletising, the PallRun options exceeds 
performance of all existing methods of palletising 
and transport packaging. Their intelligent 
structure and the recycled raw material used 
gives excellent water resistance as well as 
strength to support heavy loads. For correct 
strength design and testing is done according to 
the specific application requirements. The 

®PallRun  can be combined with different surfaces 
®such as SAFEPACK  corrugated board, 

®SAFEPACK  honeycomb boards, custom shop 
displays or can even be attached directly.
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PallRun
Types

®
EdgeRunner  - It is a combination of bio-quality 

®
edgeboards and PallRuns  made of compact carton 
board (U-profiles) and stabilization elements (cores). 
It can replace traditional pallets such as the wooden 
pallets or the plywood pallets, reducing your 
packaging material and making recycling easier.

BoxRunner - They have made the handling, 
transportation and recycling of corrugated boxes 
easier, faster and more economical. The BoxRunner 
is light, but at the same time very strong so that it can 
carry heavy loads.

®PallRunner  - It is a direct application of bio-quality  
®PallRuns  made of compact carton board (square-

profiles) and stabilization elements (cores). It can 
replace traditional pallets such as wooden pallets or 
plywood pallets. 

® ®
FlatRunner  - Self-adhesive FlatRunner  can easily 
be placed under any product, box or a display. You 
can now replace your traditional pallet and start using 
less material with a strong alternative pallet solution.

Reduce Replace Recycle



FEATURES:
Ÿ Saves costs of chemical treatment
Ÿ Easily disposable, hence no cost of return or exchange 

load
Ÿ Resistant to wear and tear, hence economical
Ÿ Being lightweight, helps in reduces freight costs

APPLICATIONS:
Ÿ It acts as a support device in storage & transportation of 

products
Ÿ It is used in material handling for utlizing space
Ÿ Contributes to better use of space in containers & 

vehicles

Packraft manufactures high quality packaging materials and products. We have forayed into the 
paper Honeycomb and paper angle-board industry as a result of studying the needs of packing in 
the near future. Our entire range is now SAFEPACK  range of products and is equipped to meet ®

the needs of packaging at activity centers of transportation and storage. Now supported by our 
latest paper honeycomb based boards and pallets, our entire packaging range is arguably the 
best combination of components to get a tailor-made or customized solution to packaging. To 
meet our commitments to the environment, all our products are either recycled, recyclable and 
biodegradable or a combination.

A brand new Paper Honeycomb manufacturing plant has been set up in conjunction with the
existing corrugation and Paper Angle-board unit where state of art imported machinery is 
deployed to provide packaging solutions in an entirely new way.

Introducing Slip Sheets
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